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Feeling good in free of charge warmth 

solar-rapid®

“Warm water just like the South Seas”

The patented brand solar heating
for pleasantly warm water in your swimming pool.

ROOS® Solar-System

Specialist Company for Solar  
Swimming Pool Heating

Your swimming pool:

swimming pool heating

ROOS® Special Brochure for the Mediterranean and other warm climate areas. 

Ask for a brochure; it is even available in your language of choice.
Preguntenos por este prospecto tambien en su idioma.



The solar-rapid® pipe – has a much larger surface area

Smooth solar pipe  = a smaller surface area.
Smaller surface area  = slower heat absorption.

This is the reason why solar-rapid® pipes are heated up faster by the Sun:

Cold water in Warm water out

Thanks to its special ribbed design the surface area of a solar- 
rapid® pipe is significantly larger than a smooth pipe’s.
 
Because a larger surface area can absorb more solar energy your 
pool water flowing through will be warmed up faster.   

Tap the sun with solar-rapid®. 
This is how to make your swimming pool a warm water swimming pool.

“Feel good as you use heat that comes free of charge.”

What should I do, if the collector cannot be  
ideally positioned? In this case you have to enlarge your 
collector:
if directed towards the east: about 1.5 times bigger
if directed towards the west: about 1.3 times bigger
lying horizontally, without inclination: about 1.1 times bigger
vertically, without inclination: about 1.5 times to twice as big

If you have enough space, you should make your collector longer. 
This costs only a little more but will make your bathing season 
even longer.

What should the surface area of the collector be?
(With a collector directed towards the south, and an angle of 
about 30°, the hard-and-fast rule is):
uncovered swimming pool: collector surface = water surface area
covered swimming pool: collector surface = ½ water surface area
indoor swimming pool: collector surface = water surface area

Much earlier swimming in Spring.
With the ROOS® Solar System your bathing season will start
much earlier. Whilst others are still looking longingly at 
their cold swimming pools, you will already be swimming around.
The fun will start much earlier and it’s so good for your health. 

Later in the year, warm water that is still at 24° to 30°.
Sometimes it’s such a shame: there is still lovely sunshine later 
in the year, but the water in the swimming pool is already cold. 
However, with the ROOS® Solar System you can still enjoy a 
swim in warm water that is at about 30° .

Most efficient performance even in Summer. 
As soon as the desired temperature is reached, the switch in the 
ROOS® SolarControl valve will turn off automatically.  You can 
also switch off manually (e.g. if you go away for an extended 
period).  The solar-rapid® 25 pipe, used in the collector, is tem-
perature resistant, from -35° C to 120° C.

solar-rapid®  collector fitted on a porch roof.

solar-rapid®  collector fitted on a pergola (view from above).

These 5 solar-rapid® collectors have a total surface area of 
about 100 m2.  The size of the swimming pool is about 
6 x 20 m.

Thermal efficiency: 91%
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60% 100%

The pleasure of swimming for up to 6 months longer.
The larger the collector, the greater the effect.

°C °C

Without the
ROOS® Solar-System

With the
ROOS® Solar-System

With the
ROOS® Solar-System

+  a swimmingpool cover

Increase the temperature of your swimming pool 
if the collector surface is equal to 60 % of the  
swimming pool surface area.

Increase the temperature of your swimming pool                                    
if the collector surface is equal to 100 %  

of the swimming pool surface area.

The filter system with a pump filters the water. At the same time it pumps the water 
through the collector.  The ROOS® SolarControl valve controls the water flowing 
through the collector or to the swimming pool, depending on the water tempera-
ture. As soon as the required temperature is reached, it turns off the water supply.

The ROOS® Solar Control pump set con-
trols the warming of the water. (Recommended 
if, for example, the filter pump is not powerful enough, 
or when it makes installation easier.)
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Collector operation using the ROOS® SolarControl valve

Compatible with your existing plumbing. 

The collector surface = pool surface area: 100 % efficiency.
The graphics show that if the collector surface is only 60 % of the swimming 
pool surface area, only slightly higher temperatures can be achieved, particularly 
during the cooler months. 
With a collector surface that is equal to the swimming pool surface area (100%), 
you can enjoy a warm swimming pool from as early as the beginning of March 
(sometimes even February). And the water is still at swimming temperature in 
November and December.  
It is also noticeable that a tarpaulin cover decreases the loss of heat during the 
cooler months.
Depending on the collector’s orientation with respect to the Sun, on the local 
situation and on the weather, the values given in the above graphics may vary. 
However, what does not change is the principle.
By the way: in practice there is no need for temperatures way above 30° to be reached. 
The ROOS® SolarControl switch can turn off before the water gets too warm.

Easy to connect to your swimming pool.
The solar-rapid® collector and the ROOS® SolarControl valve can be connected 
to standard pipes used in the construction of swimming pools.

Heat power with solar-rapid®
A number of solar-rapid® 25 pipes are combined 
to deliver heat. Together with the distribution 
pipes they constitute the solar-rapid® collector. 
Almost any size is possible.

solar-rapid®  fitted on a pergola

The results refer to the Province of Alicante (Spain).

At this point, the ROOS® 
SolarControl switch will turn off 
automatically*. 

At this point, the ROOS® 
SolarControl switch will turn off 
automatically*. 

Collector surface is Collector surface is 
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Treat yourself to heat that comes free of charge.
Thanks to ROOS® solar rapid® you can swim in warm water from Spring to Autumn. 

“Warm water just like the South Seas”

www.roos-system.com
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On a slope 

On a support frameOn a wall

On a flat roof

On a pergola or carport

Subject to change. 
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Thanks to the ROOS® Solar-System
• Free-of-charge heating
• No maintenace cost
• Designed for you to assamble it yourself*
• No CO2 burden on the environment

Thanks to the solar-rapid® collector
• Warm water - faster
• Thermal efficiency: 91%
• The Roof remains accessible
• Easy to adjust
• Storm- and winter-proof

All these advantages:

Brand quality
ROOS® and solar rapid® are reg-
istered brands. They stand for the 
quality of our solar system. The 
materials are manufactured using 
special production processes sup-
ported by strict quality control. Made in Germany

Swimming pool covers 
reduce heat loss.

A swimming pool 
cover will help you 
reduce heat loss.
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With a swimming pool cover  
25-30º instead of 16-18° 

*Ask for the special brochure.


